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Abstract—This paper proposes a new approach for the
spectral-spatial classification of hyperspectral images, which is
based on a novel extrema-oriented connected filtering technique,
here entitled as extended extinction profiles (EEPs). The proposed
approach progressively simplifies the first informative features extracted from hyperspectral data considering different attributes.
Then, the classification approach is applied on two well-known
hyperspectral data sets: Pavia University and Indian Pines, and
compared with one of the most powerful filtering approaches
in the literature, extended attribute profiles (EAPs). Results
indicate that the proposed approach is able to efficiently extract
spatial information for the classification of hyperspectral images
automatically and swiftly. In addition, an array-based nodeoriented max-tree representation was carried out to efficiently
implement the proposed approach.
Index Terms—Extended multi-extinction profile, Hyperspectral
data classification, support vector machines, random forests.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The classification of hyperspectral images using both spectral and spatial information has become a vibrant topic of
research recently. In order to efficiently extract spatial information, there is an extensive number of research works in
the literature, based either on crisp or adaptive neighborhood
systems. Among these approaches, the ones that are based on
mathematical morphology have obtained great attention [1].
In [2], the concept of morphological transformations was
considered to form the so-called morphological profiles (MPs).
Then, in [3], the concept of MPs was successfully generalized
to hyperspectral data leading to the extended morphological
profiles (EMPs). Since then, EMPs and their modifications
have been enormously used to extract existing spatial information from hyperspectral data. Although MPs and their
modifications can produce accurate classification maps, their
concepts suffer from a few shortcomings, such as: (i) the shape
of SEs is fixed and (ii) structuring elements (SEs) cannot characterize information related to the gray-level characteristics of
the regions.
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To overcome the above-mentioned shortcomings, morphological attribute profiles (APs) were introduced in [4]. The AP
is the generalization of the MP, which provides a multilevel
characterization of an image using the sequential application
of morphological attribute filters (AFs). Although the AP has
been recently introduced, there is a considerable number of
contributions based on that. As discussed in [1, 4], APs are
more flexible than MPs since APs process images, based on
different types of attributes. In fact, the attributes can be of any
type. For example, they can be purely geometric, or related to
the spectral values of the pixels, or on different characteristics,
such as spatial relations to other connected components. In
[5, 6], automatic frameworks have been proposed for the classification of hyperspectral data, which are able to accurately
classify hyperspectral images in an acceptable CPU processing
time. A comprehensive survey on APs and their capabilities
for the classification of remote sensing data can be found in
[1].
In [7], Ghamisi et al. proposed the concept of extinction
profiles (EPs), based on extinction filters (EFs), to further
improve the classification accuracies of the APs. EPs are
extrema-oriented connected filters, which are automatic by
nature and in this context, they address the main shortcoming
of the conventional APs (i.e., the manual setting of threshold
values). Unlike AFs, EFs preserve the height of the extrema
kept. In some experiments conducted on benchmark gray scale
images and panchromatic remote sensing data [7, 8], the
capability of EFs and EPs have been demonstrated through
experiments, which confirm that they are better alternatives
than AFs in terms of simplification for recognition and obtained classification accuracies.
In this paper, the concept of EP is generalized for the
classification of hyperspectral data sets, entitled as extended
extinction profile (EEPs). EEPs simultaneously simplify the
input image by discarding unimportant spatial details and
preserves the geometrical characteristics of the other regions
from the first informative features extracted by a feature
extraction approach [e.g., Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) or Principal Component Analysis (PCA)] on a hyperspectral data set. In addition, the proposed approach is
fully automatic in the sense that it can adjust the filtering
parameters, based on the number of extrema. The output of
this step provides a few informative features, which can be
fed to a classification approach, e.g., random forest (RF).
RF and support vector machines (SVMs) are well-established
classifiers in the hyperspectral community since they can
handle high dimensional data with a limited number of training
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where Rgδ (f ) is the reconstruction by dilation [11] of the mask
image g from marker image f . The mask image g is given by:
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Fig. 1. EEP general architecture with ICA. The EPs are applied to the
most informative independent components. Finally, EPs are concatenated to
generate the EEP.

samples. The application of the above-mentioned filtering
approaches decreases the nonlinearity of input images by simplifying unnecessary information. In this context, with respect
to the studies reported in [1, 9], RF usually leads to higher
classification accuracy than kernel SVMs in a faster way for
the classification of APs. RF is composed of a collection
of tree-like classifiers. Ideally, an RF classifier should be an
independent and identically distributed randomization of weak
learners. RF conducts a lot of individual decision trees, all of
which are trained (grown) in order to tackle the same problem.
A sample is assigned to the most frequent labels as determined
by the individual trees [1]. Finally, the obtained results are
compared with EAP in terms of classification accuracies on
two hyperspectral data sets; Indian Pines and Pavia University.
Results confirm the capability of EEPs for the classification
of hyperspectral data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II is devoted to the EEP methodology. Section III presents
experimental results on two well-known data sets. Section IV
wraps up the paper by providing the main concluding remarks.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
Fig. 1 shows the general idea of the proposed EEP. As
can be seen, first, a feature extraction approach, such as
ICA, is applied to the input data in order to avoid producing
redundant features using EPs and address the so-called curse
of dimensionality. Then, EP is applied to the most informative ICs/PCs to simultaneously extract spatial features. The
produced features are concatenated into a stacked vector and
classified by a RF. More details are given in the following
subsections.
III. E XTINCTION F ILTER
EFs are connected filters, which preserve the relevant image
extrema. Relevance is measured by the concept of extinction
values defined by Vachier [10]. EFs can be formally defined
as follows: Let M ax(f ) = {M1 , M2 , ..., MN } denote the
regional maxima of the image f . Each regional maxima Mi
has an extinction value i corresponding to the increasing
attribute being analyzed. The extinction filter of f preserves
the n maxima with highest extinction values, EF n (f ), is given
as follows:
EF n (f ) = Rgδ (f ),
(1)

where max is the pixel-wise maximum operation. M10 is the
maximum with the highest extinction value, M20 has the second
highest extinction value, and so on.
EFs can be efficiently implemented using the max-tree
structure [8]. The n maxima (max-tree leaves) with the highest
extinction values for the attribute being analyzed are chosen.
All max-tree nodes that are not in the paths from these leaves
to the root are pruned.
EFs are idempotent. Unlike the usual contrast and size
filters, such as the hmax [12] and the area-open [13] filters,
the heights of the extrema kept in the image are completely
preserved.
IV. E XTINCTION P ROFILE AND ITS EXTENSION TO
HYPERSPECTRAL DATA

In order to extract detailed information from an input
hyperspectral image, instead of applying one filtering step, a
sequence of filtering steps with progressively higher threshold
values can be taken into consideration. In this way, the EPs can
be produced. An EP is composed of a sequence of thinning
and thickening transformations defined with a sequence of
progressively stricter criteria. An EP for the input gray scale
image, f , can be defined as follows:
EP (f ) ={φPλL (f ), φPλL−1 (f ), . . . , φPλ1 (f ),
{z
}
|
f, γ
|

Pλ1

(3)

thickening profile
PλL−1

(f ), . . . , γ

{z

(f ), γ PλL (f )},
}

thinning profile

with Pλ : {Pλi } (i = 1, . . . , L) a set of L ordered predicates
(i.e., Pλi ⊆ Pλk , i ≤ k). For EPs, the number of extrema can
be considered as the predicates.
In [7], it was shown that EPs are a more efficient alternative
than APs with respect to simplification for recognition, since it
is able to preserve more regions and correspondences found by
affine region detectors. In addition, the parameters of EPs can
be simply set in contrast to the parameters of APs since they
are independent of the kind of attribute being used (e.g. area,
volume,...), and are only based on the number of extrema [7].
On the other hand, the thresholds used by APs vary greatly
according to the attribute being used as well as the data set
being analyzed. Therefore, the thresholds are more difficult to
be set. In other words, the main shortcoming of APs, which
is related to the initialization of the threshold values, is being
addressed by EPs [7].
In order to generalize the concept of EP and produce
extended EP (EEP), which was originally proposed for gray
scale images, to hyperspectral data, one possible way is based
on performing a feature reduction approach like PCA or ICA
and applying EPs on the most informative features [1]. In
more detail, this approach is based on the reduction of the
dimensionality of the image from E ⊆ Zn to E 0 ⊆ Zm
(m ≤ n) with a generic transformation Ψ : E → E 0
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n

applied to an input image f = {fi }i=1 (i.e., g = Ψ(f))
m
where g = {gi }i=1 . Then, EP can be performed on the most
informative features gi (i = 1, . . . , m) of the transformed
image, which can be mathematically given as follows:
EEP (g) = {EP (g1 ), EP (g2 ), . . . , EP (gm )}.

(4)

In contrast with MPs that are only able to model the size and
structure of different objects, EFs are more flexible and can
be of any type. To this extent, extended multi-EP (EMEP)
concatenates different EEPs (e.g., area, height, volume, diagonal of bounding box, and standard deviation on different
extracted features) into a single stacked vector, which can be
mathematically defined as follows:

0
0
EM EP (g) = EEPA1 (g), EEPA
(g), . . . , EEPA
(g) ,
2
k
(5)
where EEPAi is an EEP built with a set of predicates evaluating the attribute Ai and EEP 0 = EEP \{gi }i=1,...,m in order
to avoid redundancy since the original components {gi } are
present in each EEP. Due to the fact that different extinction
attributes can extract complementary spatial information, the
EMEP has a greater capability in extracting spatial information
than a single EP. In addition, the computational cost of the
EMEP and EEP are almost the same since the max-tree and
min-tree construction, which are the most time consuming part
of producing profiles, are done only once for each gray scale
image (except for the standard deviation extinction attribute).
A. EEP Computational Complexity Analysis
The computational complexity of EEP is m times the
complexity of computing EP, where m is the number of
informative features kept by either ICA or PCA. The most time
consuming part is on the max-tree and min-tree constructions,
which require to compute the thickening and thinning profiles.
Their complexity for a generic floating point structure is
O(N logN ), where N is the number of image pixels. A
complete analysis of the max-tree construction complexity for
different data types and different implementations is given in
[14].
In our implementation, we use the array-based nodeoriented max-tree representation proposed in [15]. This representation is very flexible, and for some attributes, like height, it
reduces their computational complexity from O(N ) to O(M ),
where M is the number of max-tree nodes. Also, the structure
is suitable for parallel processing of the max-tree. Table I
summarizes the usual complexities of each stage in the EEP
computation using sequential algorithms and their respective
number of occurrences throughout the profile computation. For
a more complete discussion on the complexities of the maxtree construction, attributes computation and filtering, see [15].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Data Set Descriptions
Two widely used hyperspectral data, the AVIRIS Indian
Pines and the ROSIS Pavia University, were used in the
experiments. It should be noted that the standard set of training

TABLE I
C OMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE EEP. T HE PARAMETER “ S ” REFERS TO
THE NUMBER OF THRESHOLD VALUES IN THE PROFILE . T HE PARAMETER
m REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF INFORMATIVE FEATURES KEPT AFTER
PERFORMING A FEATURE REDUCTION APPROACH .
Operation

Complexity

# ocurrences

Max-tree construction
Attribute computation
Extinction values computation
Filtering

O(N logN )
O(N )
O(M)
O(N)

2m
2m
2m
2ms

and test samples for the data sets have been used to make
the results fully comparable with the literature. For detailed
information about the data sets and their corresponding test
and training samples, please see [1, 5].
B. Algorithm Setup and Discussion
A RF classifier with 200 trees is used to classify the images.
In order to compare classification accuracies of different
approaches, overall accuracy (OA), average accuracy (AA)
and Kappa coefficient (K) have been taken into account. In the
experiments, Raw refers to a situation where the RF is applied
to the input hyperspectral data sets. In this paper, a, v, h, bb,
and std are area, volume, height, diagonal of the bounding
box, and standard deviation attributes [7], respectively. In order
to examine the ability of the proposed approach, we defined
two scenarios.
In order to generate EEPs for the first scenario, the values of
n used to generate the profile for different attributes are automatically given by bαj c j = 0, 1, ..., s − 1. The total EP size
is 2s+1, since the original image is also included in the profile.
The term above was determined experimentally. For instance,
if an image is filtered using an EF set to preserve 1 extrema
and another filter set to preserve 2 extrema, the difference
between these two images will be higher than applying an EF
set to preserve 1000 extrema and the other set to preserve 1001
extrema. That occurs because extrema with highest extinction
values are the ones that contain most of the image structural
information [8]. In summary, our reason to define the equation
for selecting the values of n was to generate a profile with
more images with few extrema, where most of the changes
occur and has more information for the classifier to learn,
but also keep some images with a higher number of extrema,
where less changes occur, nonetheless they contain important
information for the classifier to learn. We recommend to use an
α between 2 and 5. These values were derived experimentally
through a grid search through different values of α. In the
experiments here, we used α = 3, which obtained the best
results in our experiments, and set s = 7. The profiles were
computed considering the 4-connected connectivity rule.
For the second scenario, the proposed EEPs are compared
with EAPs in terms of classification accuracies, while the
parameters were set in favor of the EAPs. To do so, we only selected the attributes that are available in both our implementation and the ones published in [16]. In this context, the threshold values for EAPs are (i) λa = {100, 500, 1000, 5000}, (ii)
λbb = {10, 25, 50, 100}, and (iii) λstd = {20, 30, 40, 50}. For
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Fig. 2. Classification maps obtained on Indian Pines using (a) Raw (b) EEPall using ICA (c) EEPbb using PCA (d) EEPall using PCA. Classification maps
obtained on Pavia University using (e) Raw (f) EEPa using PCA (g) EEPa using ICA (h) EEPall using ICA.

EEPs, s is simply set to 4. Since in [16], only Pavia data
were considered, we compare EAPs and EEPs only for Pavia
University using ICA.
C. Discussion
As can be seen in Tables II and III, the features produced by
EEPs can significantly outperform the classification accuracies
of Raw. For example, for the Pavia data, EEPall obtained by
ICA improves Raw by more than 24% in terms of overall
accuracy. In the same way, for the Indian Pines, EEPall
obtained by PCA improves Raw by almost 23% in terms of
overall accuracy.
The classification accuracies of EAPs obtained by ICA and
PCA are published in [16]. The highest overall accuracies
reported in [16] for Pavia University using PCA and ICA
are 90.00% and 94.47%, respectively. However, in this paper,
91.28% and 95.97% are obtained for Pavia University using
PCA and ICA, respectively. In [17], a few results on the use
of Kernel PCA (KPCA) as the feature extraction approach are
reported. The best result reported in [17] for Pavia University
using the same set of training samples as ours is 94.09%, while
in this paper the corresponding overall accuracy is 95.97%.
For Indian Pines, the methodology using PCA (92.92%)
also improves the classification accuracies of EAPs using
Discriminant Analysis Feature Extraction (DAFE) [5] with the
overall accuracy of (91.13%) and Decision Boundary Feature
Extraction (DBFE) with the overall accuracy of (89.56%) [5].
In the proposed approach, the higher number of extrema
extracts more detail from the input data while the lower
number of extrema considerably simplifies the input data. By
considering different attributes, a diverse set of features can
be obtained that are efficient for classification. Fig. 2 shows
a few classification maps obtained by the proposed approach
on Indian Pines and Pavia University.
Table IV shows the obtained classification accuracies for
the second scenario. As can be seen, EEPs can significantly
improve EAPs in terms of classification accuracy. The main
reason is that EEPs preserve more regions and correspondences than EAPs, which is useful from the stand point of
classification accuracy.
Fig. 3 displays processing times for different EPs computed
on one component of the Pavia University data set. The image
is of 610×340 pixels. The processing times were measured in
a 2.7GHz 12-core Intel Xeon E5 with 64GB of RAM running
OSX 10.9.5. The final processing time for EEP is proportional

Fig. 3. Processing time for different EP attributes for one of the components
of the hyperspectral data.

to the number of hyperspectral components kept for sequential
implementations.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this letter, a novel approach was proposed for the
classification of hyperspectral data, based on EFs, as extended
extinction profiles (EEPs). An EEP is composed of a sequence
of thinning and thickening transformations applied to the first
informative features extracted by a feature exaction approach.
The proposed approach is efficiently able to carry out a
multi-level decomposition of the input image based on EFs.
Then, the proposed approach was applied to two well-known
hyperspectral data sets; Pavia University and Indian Pines
and compared with extended attribute profiles (EAPs). Results
confirm that the proposed approach can precisely classify
hyperspectral data sets within a short period of time, and
can improve EAPs in terms of classification accuracies. In
addition, the proposed approach is automatic and there is no
need to initialize the threshold values a priori, which is considered as an important advantage over traditional APs whose
threshold values need to be predefined by users. Furthermore,
the proposed approach is fast.
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